Sometimes the best fun, is the simple fun. So when a box arrived at our house, full of Guillow's foam gliders and woodbalsa airplanes, I told little man to go ahead and open it. He had no idea what was inside, so he was pretty geeked when he
got to the contents...and he wanted to go to the park. I'd anticipated that and already had my car keys in hand. ;)

Guillow's Foam Gliders and WoodBalsa Airplanes start at an amazing
$1.79

We started with the Eagle Balsa-Wood
Airplane, $1.79

Good old fashioned fun is never out of
style.

The selection of planes we were sent were for ages 8 and up (because there are small parts). My son is 6, but I was right
there next to him for supervision.
We started with The Eagle Balsa-Wood Airplane, easily assembled right there at the park in about a minute (yep, a
minute).
Little man went on the monkey bar stairs to gain some leverage, but you know that's not overly steady, so he came down
and tried the balance stairs instead. ;)

Look at 'er go!

That was a big success, look at 'er go!

Flying his Delta Dart Foam Glider
($3.99 for a 2-pk)

That smile is priceless. Our son
thought these planes were the
definition of fun.

We flew that around for a little while and moved on to the Delta Dart foam gliders. They come in a 2-pk. and they have a
4" wing span. These little beauties are fun to fly and they require no assembly at all (though they do come with decorative
stickers).
After a few times of Fly & Chase off of the slide (and a lot of laughing from the boy), we went back to the box to see
what else there was to test fly.

The Sky Raider Plane, $6.99
This can be thrown high for loops and floating glides.

Assembly was as easy as you see here.
Just push pieces into place, decorate with stickers, and it's
time to fly.

That's when we opted to break out the Big Daddy of 'em all, The Sky Raider Plane. This is a large 24" wing span (foam)
plane that can be thrown by a baseball arm for loops and long glides. My husband is Mr. Baseball and can throw from
right field to home plate in seconds without batting an eye...guess who we want coming along with us next time we go to
the park to play? I can't wait to see what the plane will do with his added oomph.
We had a good enough time with it on our own though, as you can clearly see in the pics. My son liked loved that it was
big.

The Sky Raider Plane is as big as my
son's whole upper body.
Luckily, it's made of lightweight foam
and he can carry it easily with one
hand. ;)

Guillow's Sky Raider Foam Plane (in
flight)

I liked loved that it made him happy. And boy, could it fly!! A very successful, fun day at the park. Our first park day of
the year, as a matter of fact. Thank you, Guillow's. :)
You can learn more about Guillow's wide range of build-it-yourself kits by visiting their website. They also are sold at
popular online outlets such as Amazon.
Follow them on Facebook for their latest updates and fun product information.

